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at the dawn of the roman empire when tyranny ruled a daughter of egypt and a son of rome found each other selene s legendary parents are gone her country taken she has been brought to the city of rome in chains with only her twin brother alexander to remind her of home and all she once had living under the watchful eyes of the ruling family selene and her brother must quickly learn how to be roman and how to be useful to caesar she puts her artistry to work in the hope of staying alive and being allowed to return to egypt before long however she is distracted by the young and handsome heir to the empire when the elusive red eagle starts calling for the end of slavery selene and alexander are in grave danger will this mysterious figure bring their liberation or their demise three beloved novels by national bestselling author michelle moran are now available for the first time in one complete digital collection delve into these stories for an engrossing trip back in time full of powerful family dynasties court intrigue and brave heroines the novels which bring to vivid life some of the most fascinating characters of ancient egypt and ancient rome each include a reading group guide an exciting excerpt from moran s newest novel nefertiti is also included madame tussaud is also included nefertiti and her younger sister living through a remarkable period of political unrest the heretic queen in ancient egypt nefertiti s niece princess nefertari must overcome her family s past and remake history cleopatra s daughter the incredible untold story of the orphaned children of cleopatra egypt s most powerful and notorious ruler who are raised in the ancient roman court of their parents greatest rival a sneak peek at madame tussaud michelle moran departs from the ancient world and enters the gilded but troubled court of marie antoinette with the intriguing story of marie tussaud a woman who survived the french revolution only by creating death masks of the beheaded aristocracy nefertiti is one of the world s great legendary beauties seen through her sister s eyes she is vividly brought to life in this heartbreaking
story of celebrity ambition love and loss at the tender age of fifteen nefertiti marries akenaten the prince of egypt her dreams coming true as she rises to fame and fortune bathed and decorated by a team of body servants her natural beauty is enhanced until she becomes mesmerizing she is soon the darling of the people and her husband s closest confidant but when her husband breaks with a thousand years of tradition defying the priests and the military it will take all nefertiti s wiles to keep the nation from being torn apart she s prepared to sacrifice her sister to strengthen her power and this act will lock the two women in a feud that only death can break when the british empire sets its sights on india in the mid nineteenth century it expects a quick and easy conquest but when they arrive in the kingdom of jhansi the british army is met with a surprising challenge instead of surrendering queen lakshmi raises two armies one male and one female and rides into battle determined to protect her country and her people although her soldiers may not appear at first to be formidable against superior british weaponry and training lakshmi refuses to back down from the empire determined to take away the land she loves from the international bestselling author of rebel queen and nefertiti comes a captivating novel about the infamous mata hari exotic dancer adored courtesan and possibly relentless spy paris 1917 the notorious dancer mata hari sits in a cold cell awaiting freedom or death alone and despondent mata hari is as confused as the rest of the world about the charges she s been arrested on treason leading to the deaths of thousands of french soldiers as mata hari waits for her fate to be decided she relays the story of her life to a reporter who is allowed to visit her in prison beginning with her carefree childhood mata hari recounts her father s cruel abandonment of her family as well her calamitous marriage to a military officer taken to the island of java mata hari refuses to be ruled by her abusive husband and instead learns to dance paving the way to her stardom as europe s most infamous dancer from exotic indian temples and glamorous parisian theatres to stark german barracks in war torn europe international bestselling author michelle moran who expertly balances fact and fiction associated press brings to vibrant life the famed world of mata hari dancer courtesan and possibly spy when nefertari s entire family is killed in a
fire she's left to grow up alone a spare princess in the
palace of the new pharaoh her young life is overshadowed by
the past the name of her infamous aunt nefertiti the heretic
queen still strikes terror into the hearts of egyptians so
when she finds herself falling in love with the young pharaoh
ramesses she knows it's not going to be easy to win his heart
but when the pharaoh's aunt takes nefertari under her wing
and begins to educate her in the ways to gain a man's
attention and hold it marriage to him seems within her reach
yet even as ramesses declares his love for her she knows
there's more work to be done if she's to be queen all of
egypt must recognise her worth and overcome her connection to
the dark heretical days of the past ramesses will face
challenges from all sides war drought conquest and the
determination of a man named ahmoses will all threaten his
reign could egypt's rulers and more importantly her people
ever allow him to marry the woman he loves let alone make her
his queen empress josephine's family has been called to
napoleon's court for the terrible news that he intends to
divorce his barren wife of thirteen years and take a younger
bride the austrian princess marie louise for josephine's
daughter hortense this means she is free to leave her husband
napoleon's brother having given the bonapartes three heirs as
she looks for love she must support her mother through the
terrible grief of napoleon's betrayal for his new wife it is
a terrible duty she must take on in her father's name she has
nothing in common with the strange older man she has married
and can find little in her life to enjoy but an unlikely
friendship with hortense will bring her much comfort
especially as she must fight for her own happiness for
napoleon's sister pauline bonaparte it is yet another woman
stealing her brother's attention and affection having spent
years attempting to control his power and his influence she
must fight harder and dirtier if she is to win 1857 india at
nineteen years old sita is the shining star of queen lakshmi
of india's imperial guard having pledged herself to a life of
celibacy in the name of protecting the young ruler when sita
agrees to train lakshmi in the art of military combat a close
friendship develops between the two women but trouble soon
threatens lakshmi's court is dangerously divided and rumours
are rife that the country is at risk meanwhile in london
advisors to queen victoria are looking to extend the power of
the commonwealth and india is coveted as the next jewel in the imperial crown in the ensuing battle will the bond between lakshmi and sita be broken for ever paris 1788 marie is a young woman in love with her oldest friend and neighbour henri but she is also a determined businesswoman eager to see her family’s waxwork museum keep them safe and solvent her gift for modelling faces in wax brings her to versailles where she must teach the king’s sister her skill but the coming revolution will place marie her family and all of paris in grave danger as the monarchy is overthrown and the guillotine becomes a fixture in french life marie is expected to show her patriotism by making death masks from the severed heads of every key figure killed as the reign of terror begins and france enters its darkest time how will marie survive the revolution who will survive it with her and just how will this girl come to be known as the woman behind one of the most famous museums in the world jeremy is a lonely little boy who moves to the country loses a pet and searches for a friend he meets his grandmother who he barely remembers and she changes his life by sharing a secret room in an old farmhouse from the internationally bestselling author of nefertiti and cleopatra’s daughter comes the breathtaking story of queen lakshmi india’s joan of arc who against all odds defied the mighty british invasion to defend her beloved kingdom when the british empire sets its sights on india in the mid nineteenth century it expects a quick and easy conquest india is fractured and divided into kingdoms each independent and wary of one another seemingly no match for the might of the english but when they arrive in the kingdom of jhansi the british army is met with a surprising challenge instead of surrendering queen lakshmi raises two armies one male and one female and rides into battle determined to protect her country and her people although her soldiers may not appear at first to be formidable against superior british weaponry and training lakshmi refuses to back down from the empire determined to take away the land she loves told from the unexpected perspective of sita queen lakshmi’s most favored companion and most trusted soldier in the all female army rebel queen shines a light on a time and place rarely explored in historical fiction in the tradition of her bestselling novel nefertiti and through her strong independent heroines fighting to make their way in a male
dominated world michelle moran brings nineteenth century india to rich vibrant life this book is a valuable resource for students preparing for both edexcel level 2 btec first award and first certificate in applied science as outlined in the revised 2010 specification it covers the core units chemistry and our earth energy and our universe and biology and our health the book shows how the science being studied is used within science based industries and it helps students develop their assignments in particular it highlights the extra evidence that needs to be provided in the portfolio to move from pass to merit or distinction jack finished university three years ago but he s still stuck in a dead end job in a sinister call centre in manchester when the beautiful and rich jennifer comes into his life he thinks he has finally found his ticket out of there trouble is that his boss is interested in jennifer as well and there s something strangely bestial about him so when jennifer buys fell house a mysterious old mansion out in remote cumbria a house party on a legendary scale seems like the perfect escape but as the party spins out of control on a seemingly neverending night they must face up to the terrifying possibility that not all their guests may be human and some of them want to feed an astonishing and innovative blend of horror folktale and disturbing realism the leaping is the first instalment in what is shaping up to be a genre defining series la poderosa familia de nefertiti siempre ha engendrado esposas para los gobernantes de egipto durante siglos y ella est ahora destinada a casarse con amenhotep el fara n m s joven e inestable ambiciosa carism tica y bella nefertiti es adorada por las masas se convierte en la princesa del pueblo sin embargo como no puede gestar un heredero la posici n de su familia en la corte comienza a peligrar al mismo tiempo se da cuenta de que ha subestimado el descontento que el pueblo egipcio tiene con su marido que se deshizo de los antiguos dioses por decreto para convertir egipto en monote sta los sacerdotes y los militares conspiran contra l la nica persona que pone a nefertiti sobre aviso es mut najmat su hermana menor reflexiva y observadora mut najmat prefiere desde siempre una vida simple y tranquila alejada de las intrigas de la corte y quiere compartir esa vida con el hombre al que ama pero nefertiti decide que su hermana tiene que casarse por conveniencia politica y no por amor al igual que ella
para logar su independencia mut najmat tendr que desafiar a su hermana la mujer m s poderosa de egipto y abrazar as la vida que sue a nefertiti es uno de los personajes m s amados de la historia su poderosa y atrayente figura como gobernante de egipto la catapult a la fama universal y a las ambiciones y sue os de arque logos historiadores y escritores un capítulo fascinante en la cultura egipcia retratado con maestr a en esta fascinante novela der kampf johannas der wahnsinnigen 1479 1555 mutter von kaiser karl v gegen das machtspiel ihrer angeh rigen die 1509 von ihrem vater ferdinand von aragon als nicht zurechnungsf hig in der festung tordesillas gefangen gesetzt wurde the world knows madame tussaud as a wax artist extraordinaire but who was this woman who became one of the most famous sculptresses of all time in these pages her tumultuous and amazing story comes to life as only michelle moran can tell it the year is 1788 and a revolution is about to begin smart and ambitious marie tussaud has learned the secrets of wax sculpting by working alongside her uncle in their celebrated wax museum the salon de cire from her popular model of the american ambassador thomas jefferson to her tableau of the royal family at dinner marie s museum provides parisians with the very latest news on fashion gossip and even politics her customers hail from every walk of life yet her greatest dream is to attract the attention of marie antoinette and louis xvi their stamp of approval on her work could catapult her and her museum to the fame and riches she desires after months of anticipation marie learns that the royal family is willing to come and see their likenesses when they finally arrive the king s sister is so impressed that she requests marie s presence at versailles as a royal tutor in wax sculpting it is a request marie knows she cannot refuse even if it means time away from her beloved salon and her increasingly dear friend henri charles as marie gets to know her pupil princesse Elisabeth she also becomes acquainted with the king and queen who introduce her to the glamorous life at court from lavish parties with more delicacies than she s ever seen to rooms filled with candles lit only once before being discarded marie steps into a world entirely different from her home on the boulevard du temple where people are selling their teeth in order to put food on the table meanwhile many resent the vast separation between rich and poor in salons and caf s across paris people like
Camille Desmoulins, Jean Paul Marat, and Maximilien Robespierre are lashing out against the monarchy soon there's whispered talk of revolution will Marie be able to hold on to both the love of her life and her friendship with the royal family as France approaches civil war and more important will she be able to fulfill the demands of powerful revolutionaries who ask that she make the death masks of beheaded aristocrats some of whom she knows spanning five years from the budding revolution to the reign of terror Madame Tussaud brings us into the world of an incredible heroine whose talent for wax modeling saved her life and preserved the faces of a vanished kingdom die glänzend erzählte Lebensgeschichte der legendären ägyptischen Königin Kleopatra VII letzter weiblicher Pharao Ägyptens ist heute hinter Mythen übler Nachrede und märchenhafter Schönheit verborgen Stacy Schiff Pulitzer Preisträgerin zeigt in ihrer Biografie dank intensiver Recherche und neuer Auswertung antiker Quellen nicht nur die laszive Verführerin und das intrigante Machtweib sondern enthüllt eine außerordentlich starke Herrscherin selbstbewusst versiert in politischem Kalkül diplomatisch und visionär detailfülle und mut zum zugespitzten historischen Urteil sprachliche Eleganz und provokant spritzige Porträts der mächtigen mit und Gegenspieler an Kleopatras Seite versetzen den Leser ins Alte Reich mit seinem weltläufigen Charme und seiner machtpolitischen unerbittlichkeit. The novena prayed for the unity of Christianity starts the day after Ascension Thursday and finishes on the eve of Pentecost and invites us to pray daily for the coming of the Holy Spirit the specific daily themes can be prayed in any way that suits and may include spontaneous prayers praying in the spirit of repentance thanksgiving and blessing other intentions may be added as the Holy Spirit suggests where possible pray this novena before the blessed sacrament with time of quiet adoration. Pack of 25 DL size 8 sided leaflets can be sold separately. Maria von Trapp you know the name and the iconic songs but do you know her real story this dramatic novel based on the woman glamorized in the Sound of Music brings Maria to life as never before in the 1950s Oscar Hammerstein is asked to write the lyrics to a musical based on the life of a woman named Maria von Trapp he's fascinated to learn about this Catholic novice who was living quietly as an
upstream elementary a2 students

austrian nun until her abbey sent her away to teach a widowed baron’s children when the assignment turned into a marriage proposal and the family was forced to escape the nazis it was maria who taught them to survive by using the power of their voices and song it’s an inspirational story to be sure and as half of the famous rodgers hammerstein duo oscar knows maria’s story has big broadway potential but much of her life will have to be reinvented for the stage with the horrors of war still fresh in people’s minds hammerstein won’t let audiences see just how close the von trapps came to losing their lives but when maria sees the script she is so incensed that she sets off to confront hammerstein who foists her off on fran his secretary the pair strike up an unlikely friendship as maria tells fran about her life contradicting much of what will eventually appear in the sound of music and delivering a far grittier tale michelle moran’s hugely entertaining novel explores how hammerstein grossly misinterpreted maria’s story and offers a more nuanced retelling maria is a powerful reminder that the truth is often more complicated and certainly more compelling than the stories immortalized by hollywood 1857 india at nineteen years old sita is the shining star of queen lakshmi of india’s imperial guard having pledged herself to a life of celibacy in the name of protecting the young ruler when sita agrees to train lakshmi in the art of military combat a close friendship develops between the two women but trouble soon threatens lakshmi’s court is dangerously divided and rumours are rife that the country is at risk meanwhile in london advisors to queen victoria are looking to extend the power of the commonwealth and india is coveted as the next jewel in the imperial crown in the ensuing battle will the bond between lakshmi and sita be broken for ever the extraordinary daughter of cleopatra and mark antony seeks to reclaim her birthright in the first novel of an epic historical fiction trilogy from the new york times bestselling author of america’s first daughter from the first breath of her life young princess selene understands herself to be a cherished daughter and the future queen of egypt but when alexandria falls and her parents are forced into suicide the once pampered princess and her two surviving brothers are left at the mercy of their captors and dragged through the streets of rome in chains trapped in an empire that reviles her heritage and is suspect of her faith selene
struggles for survival in a court of intrigue she can t hide
the hieroglyphics that carve themselves into her hands nor
can she stop the roman emperor from using her powers for his
own ends faced with a new and ruthless caesar who is obsessed
with having a cleopatra of his very own selene is determined
to resurrect her mother s dreams and succeed where she failed
but there s no telling what success will cost her in a
treacherous political game where the only rule is win or die
glamourös und gefährlich im 15 jahrhundert einer Ära voll
blendenden prunks und mörderischer intrigen steht die
gewissenlose familie borgia auf dem höhepunkt ihrer macht die
wunderschöne lucrezia borgia uneheliche tochter papst
alexanders vi ist als skrupellose verführerin bekannt doch
ist sie in wahrheit nur das instrument ihrer grausamen
machthungrigen familie die sie nach belieben
zwangsverheiratet das erste mal schon mit dreizehn jahren und
wird es ihr gelingen gegen ihr blut und ihr schicksal
anzukämpfen whether set in ancient egypt feudal japan the
victorian age or civil war era america historical fiction
places readers squarely at the center of fascinating times
and places making it one of the most popular genres in
contemporary publishing the definitive resource for
librarians and other book professionals this guideprovides an
overview of historical fiction s roots highlighting
foundational classics and explores the genre in terms of its
scope and stylecovers the latest and most popular authors and
titlesdiscusses appeal characteristics and shows how
librarians can use a reader s favorite qualities to make
suggestionsincludes lists of recommendations with a
compendium of print and web based resourcesoffers marketing
tips for getting the word out to readersemphasizing an
appreciation of historical fiction in its many forms and
focusing on what fans enjoy this guide provides a fresh take
on a durable genre kleopatra selene ist die einzige tochter
der berühmten ägyptischen herrscherin kleopatra sie lebt in
saus und braus im elterlichen palast und bereitet sich darauf
vor später einmal in die fußstapfen ihrer mutter zur treten
doch dann erklärt der römische kaiser augustus Ägypten den
krieg selene verliert ihre eltern und wird nach rom
verschleppt in der fremde findet sie sich bald zwischen zwei
männern hin und hergerissen und sie muss sich entscheiden für
wen ihr herz schlägt everything changes for sarah the day
ihr geliebter den thron besteigen scheint prinzessin mehrunissa am ziel ihrer wünsche angekommen zu sein gemeinsam mit jaghangir dem neuen kaiser des moghulreichs herrscht sie über ein land dessen schönheit seinesgleichen sucht doch ihr glück ist von kurzer dauer denn in den schatten des palastes lauern missgunst hass und verschwörung mehrunissas neider und alten feinde haben sich geschworen niemals einer frau zu gehorchen schon bald wird aus den intrigen bei hofe blutiger ernst der das gesamte reich ins chaos zu stürzen droht wird mehrunissa über sich selbst hinauswachsen können um den untergang der dynastie zu verhindern jetzt als ebook kaufen und genießen der packende historische roman die kaiserin der rosen von indu sundaresan das epische finale einer zweibändigen historiensaga über die bekannteste herrscherin indiens wer liest hat mehr vom leben dotbooks der ebook verlag from the author of the international bestseller in falling snow in 1925 a young woman swimmer will defy the odds to swim the english channel a chance to make history london 1925 fifteen year old catherine quick longs to feel once more the warm waters of her home to strike out into the ocean off the torres strait islands in australia and swim as she s done since she was a child but now orphaned and living with her aunt louisa in london catherine feels that everything she values has been stripped away from her louisa a london surgeon who fought boldly for equality for women holds strict views on the behavior of her young niece she wants catherine to pursue an education just as she herself did catherine is rebellious and louisa finds it difficult to block painful memories from her past it takes the enigmatic american banker manfred lear black to convince louisa to bring catherine to new york where catherine can train to become the first woman to swim the english channel and finally louisa begins to listen to what her own heart tells her vividly detailed and beautifully written this is a pleasure to read a thoughtful deeply engaging story of the power of faith to navigate history s rough terrain booklist how far would you go to stay true to yourself spain 1492 on the eve of the jewish expulsion from spain amalia riba stands at a crossroads in a country violently divided by religion she must either convert to christianity and stay safe or remain a jew and risk everything it s a choice she s been walking toward her whole life from the days of her youth when her family lit the
shabbat candles in secret back then she saw the vast possibility of the world outlined in the beautiful pen and ink maps her father created but the world has shifted and contracted since then the mapmaker’s daughter is a stirring novel about identity exile and what it means to be home a close look at the great costs and greater rewards of being true to who you really are a lyrical journey to the time when the jews of spain were faced with the wrenching choice of deciding their future as jews a pivotal period of history and inspiration today margaret george new york times bestselling author of elizabeth i the many twists and turns in the life of the mapmaker’s daughter amalia mirror the tenuous and harrowing journey of the jewish community in fifteenth century iberia showing how family and faith overcame even the worst the inquisition could inflict on them anne easter smith author of royal mistress and a rose for the crown a powerful love story ignites these pages making the reader yearn for more as they come to know amalia and jamil two of the most compelling characters in recent historical fiction an absolute must read michelle moran author of the second empress and madam tussaud man sagt er habe sie umgebracht diese warnung erhält die junge barbara von habsburg am vorabend ihrer hochzeit mit alfonso d este der dunkle herzog steht im verdacht seine erste frau die bildschöne lucrezia borgia vergiftet zu haben ob dasselbe schicksal auch ihr bestimmt ist inmitten von verschwörungen intriguen und bündnissen am hofe nimmt barbara ihr schicksal selbst in die hand liebe neid und intriguen am hofe von ferrara ein berauschendes sittengemälde der italienischen renaissance opulent packend unvergesslich das faszinierende porträt der caterina de medici mit gerade einmal acht jahren wird caterina de medici im zuge der repubikanischen unruhen zur geisel genommen und gefangen gehalten als junges mädchen wird sie heinrich dem ii versprochen und nach frankreich in eine ihr feindlich gesinnte fremde umgebung geschickt am französischen hof ist sie dann jahrelang den demütigungen der liebhaberin ihres mannes ausgesetzt doch caterina lässt sich nicht einschüchtern und konzentriert all ihre energie auf ein ziel den thron für ihre söhne zu sichern auch wenn dies bedeutet ihre eigenen ideale und die leidenschaft ihres herzens zu opfern ein opulenter mittelalterroman voller gefühl und dramatik england im 12 jahrhundert der verwegene
Cleopatra's Daughter 2010-04-01 at the dawn of the roman empire when tyranny ruled a daughter of egypt and a son of rome found each other selene s legendary parents are gone her country taken she has been brought to the city of rome in chains with only her twin brother alexander to remind her of home and all she once had living under the watchful eyes of the ruling family selene and her brother must quickly learn how to be roman and how to be useful to caesar she puts her artistry to work in the hope of staying alive and being allowed to return to egypt before long however she is distracted by the young and handsome heir to the empire when the elusive red eagle starts calling for the end of slavery selene and alexander are in grave danger will this mysterious figure bring their liberation or their demise

The Egyptian Royals Collection: Three Historical Novels by Michelle Moran 2011-02-15 three beloved novels by national bestselling author michelle moran are now available for the first time in one complete digital collection delve into these stories for an engrossing trip back in time full of powerful family dynasties court intrigue and brave heroines the novels which bring to vivid life some of the most fascinating characters of ancient egypt and ancient rome each include a reading group guide an exciting excerpt from moran s newest novel madame tussaud is also included nefertiti the dramatic and historically accurate story of two unforgettable women nefertiti and her younger sister living through a remarkable period of political unrest the heretic queen in ancient egypt nefertiti s niece princess nefertari must overcome her family s past and remake history cleopatra s daughter the incredible untold story of the orphaned children of cleopatra egypt s most powerful and notorious ruler who are raised in the ancient roman court of their parents greatest rival a sneak peek at madame tussaud michelle moran departs from the ancient world and enters the gilded but troubled court of marie antoinette with the intriguing story of marie tussaud a woman who survived the french revolution only by creating death masks of the beheaded aristocracy

Nefertiti 2008-02-05 nefertiti is one of the world s great legendary beauties seen through her sister s eyes she is vividly brought to life in this heartbreaking story of celebrity ambition love and loss at the tender age of fifteen nefertiti marries akenathen the prince of egypt her dreams
coming true as she rises to fame and fortune bathed and decorated by a team of body servants her natural beauty is enhanced until she becomes mesmerizing she is soon the darling of the people and her husband s closest confidant but when her husband breaks with a thousand years of tradition defying the priests and the military it will take all nefertiti s wiles to keep the nation from being torn apart she s prepared to sacrifice her sister to strengthen her power and this act will lock the two women in a feud that only death can break

_Rebel Queen_ 2016-01-05 when the british empire sets its sights on india in the mid nineteenth century it expects a quick and easy conquest but when they arrive in the kingdom of jhansi the british army is met with a surprising challenge instead of surrendering queen lakshmi raises two armies one male and one female and rides into battle determined to protect her country and her people although her soldiers may not appear at first to be formidable against superior british weaponry and training lakshmi refuses to back down from the empire determined to take away the land she loves

_Mata Hari's Last Dance_ 2016-07-19 from the international bestselling author of rebel queen and nefertiti comes a captivating novel about the infamous mata hari exotic dancer adored courtesan and possibly relentless spy paris 1917 the notorious dancer mata hari sits in a cold cell awaiting freedom or death alone and despondent mata hari is as confused as the rest of the world about the charges she s been arrested on treason leading to the deaths of thousands of french soldiers as mata hari waits for her fate to be decided she relays the story of her life to a reporter who is allowed to visit her in prison beginning with her carefree childhood mata hari recounts her father s cruel abandonment of her family as well her calamitous marriage to a military officer taken to the island of java mata hari refuses to be ruled by her abusive husband and instead learns to dance paving the way to her stardom as europe s most infamous dancer from exotic indian temples and glamorous parisian theatres to stark german barracks in war torn europe international bestselling author michelle moran who expertly balances fact and fiction associated press brings to vibrant life the famed world of mata hari dancer courtesan and possibly spy
The Heretic Queen  2008-12-26  when nefertari's entire family is killed in a fire she is left to grow up alone a spare princess in the palace of the new pharaoh her young life is overshadowed by the past the name of her infamous aunt nefertiti the heretic queen still strikes terror into the hearts of egyptians so when she finds herself falling in love with the young pharaoh ramesses she knows it's not going to be easy to win his heart but when the pharaoh's aunt takes nefertari under her wing and begins to educate her in the ways to gain a man's attention and hold it marriage to him seems within her reach yet even as ramesses declares his love for her she knows there's more work to be done if she's to be queen all of egypt must recognise her worth and overcome her connection to the dark heretical days of the past ramesses will face challenges from all sides war drought conquest and the determination of a man named ahmoses will all threaten his reign could egypt's rulers and more importantly her people ever allow him to marry the woman he loves let alone make her his queen

The Second Empress  2012-07-05  empress josephine's family has been called to napoleon's court for the terrible news that he intends to divorce his barren wife of thirteen years and take a younger bride the austrian princess marie louise for josephine's daughter hortense this means she is free to leave her husband napoleon's brother having given the bonapartes three heirs as she looks for love she must support her mother through the terrible grief of napoleon's betrayal for his new wife it is a terrible duty she must take on in her father's name she has nothing in common with the strange older man she has married and can find little in her life to enjoy but an unlikely friendship with hortense will bring her much comfort especially as she must fight for her own happiness for napoleon's sister pauline bonaparte it is yet another woman stealing her brother's attention and affection having spent years attempting to control his power and his influence she must fight harder and dirtier if she is to win

Last Queen of India  2016-03-24  1857  india at nineteen years old sita is the shining star of queen lakshmi of india's imperial guard having pledged herself to a life of celibacy in the name of protecting the young ruler when sita agrees to train lakshmi in the art of military combat a close friendship develops between the two women but trouble soon
threatens lakshmi's court is dangerously divided and rumours are rife that the country is at risk meanwhile in london advisors to queen victoria are looking to extend the power of the commonwealth and india is coveted as the next jewel in the imperial crown in the ensuing battle will the bond between lakshmi and sita be broken for ever

Madame Tussaud 2011-03-03 paris 1788 marie is a young woman in love with her oldest friend and neighbour henri but she is also a determined businesswoman eager to see her family's waxwork museum keep them safe and solvent her gift for modelling faces in wax brings her to versailles where she must teach the king's sister her skill but the coming revolution will place marie her family and all of paris in grave danger as the monarchy is overthrown and the guillotine becomes a fixture in french life marie is expected to show her patriotism by making death masks from the severed heads of every key figure killed as the reign of terror begins and france enters its darkest time how will marie survive the revolution who will survive it with her and just how will this girl come to be known as the woman behind one of the most famous museums in the world

Nana's Secret Christmas Room 2006-12 jeremy is a lonely little boy who moves to the country loses a pet and searches for a friend he meets his grandmother who he barely remembers and she changes his life by sharing a secret room in an old farmhouse

Rebel Queen 2015-05-27 from the internationally bestselling author of nefertiti and cleopatra's daughter comes the breathtaking story of queen lakshmi india's joan of arc who against all odds defied the mighty british invasion to defend her beloved kingdom when the british empire sets its sights on india in the mid nineteenth century it expects a quick and easy conquest india is fractured and divided into kingdoms each independent and wary of one another seemingly no match for the might of the english but when they arrive in the kingdom of jhansi the british army is met with a surprising challenge instead of surrendering queen lakshmi raises two armies one male and one female and rides into battle determined to protect her country and her people although her soldiers may not appear at first to be formidable against superior british weaponry and training lakshmi refuses to back down from the empire determined to take away the land
she loves told from the unexpected perspective of sita queen lakshmi's most favored companion and most trusted soldier in the all female army rebel queen shines a light on a time and place rarely explored in historical fiction in the tradition of her bestselling novel nefertiti and through her strong independent heroines fighting to make their way in a male dominated world michelle moran brings nineteenth century india to rich vibrant life

Pass it On! 1990 this book is a valuable resource for students preparing for both edexcel level 2 btec first award and first certificate in applied science as outlined in the revised 2010 specification it covers the core units chemistry and our earth energy and our universe and biology and our health the book shows how the science being studied is used within science based industries and it helps students develop their assignments in particular it highlights the extra evidence that needs to be provided in the portfolio to move from pass to merit or distinction

Applied Science 2010-06-25 jack finished university three years ago but he's still stuck in a dead end job in a sinister call centre in manchester when the beautiful and rich jennifer comes into his life he thinks he has finally found his ticket out of there trouble is that his boss is interested in jennifer as well and there's something strangely bestial about him so when jennifer buys fell house a mysterious old mansion out in remote cumbria a house party on a legendary scale seems like the perfect escape but as the party spins out of control on a seemingly neverending night they must face up to the terrifying possibility that not all their guests may be human and some of them want to feed an astonishing and innovative blend of horror folktale and disturbing realism the leaping is the first instalment in what is shaping up to be a genre defining series

The Leaping 2010-04-29 la poderosa familia de nefertiti siempre ha engendrado esposas para los gobernantes de egipto durante siglos y ella est ahora destinada a casarse con amenhotep el fara n m s joven e inestable ambiciosa carism tica y bella nefertiti es adorada por las masas se convierte en la princesa del pueblo sin embargo como no puede gestar un heredero la posici n de su familia en la corte comienza a peligrar al mismo tiempo se da cuenta de que ha subestimado el descontento que el pueblo egipcio tiene con su marido que
se deshizo de los antiguos dioses por decreto para convertir Egipto en monocracia los sacerdotes y los militares conspiran contra la única persona que pone a Nefertiti sobre aviso es Mut Najmat su hermana menor reflexiva y observadora Mut Najmat prefiere desde siempre una vida simple y tranquila alejada de las intrigas de la corte y quiere compartir esa vida con el hombre al que ama pero Nefertiti decide que su hermana tiene que casarse por conveniencia política y no por amor al igual que ella para lograr su independencia Mut Najmat tendrá que desafiar a su hermana la mujer más poderosa de Egipto y abrazar as la vida que sue a Nefertiti es uno de los personajes más amados de la historia su poderosa y atractiva figura como gobernante de Egipto la catapult a la fama universal y a las ambiciones y sueños de arqueólogos historiadores y escritores un capítulo fascinante en la cultura egipcia retratado con maestría en esta fascinante novela

Crossing the Line 1995 der Kampf Johannis der Wahnsinnigen
1479 1555 muter von Kaiser Karl V gegen das Machtpiel ihrer Angehörigen die 1509 von ihrem Vater Ferdinand von Aragon als nicht zurechnungsfähig in der Festung Tordesillas gefangen gesetzt wurde

Nefertiti 2012 the world knows Madame Tussaud as a wax artist extraordinaire but who was this woman who became one of the most famous sculptresses of all time in these pages her tumultuous and amazing story comes to life as only Michelle Moran can tell it the year is 1788 and a revolution is about to begin smart and ambitious Marie Tussaud has learned the secrets of wax sculpting by working alongside her uncle in their celebrated wax museum the Salon de Cire from her popular model of the American ambassador Thomas Jefferson to her tableau of the royal family at dinner Marie s museum provides Parisians with the very latest news on fashion gossip and even politics her customers hail from every walk of life yet her greatest dream is to attract the attention of Marie Antoinette and Louis XVI their stamp of approval on her work could catapult her and her museum to the fame and riches she desires after months of anticipation Marie learns that the royal family is willing to come and see their likenesses when they finally arrive the king s sister is so impressed that she requests Marie s presence at Versailles as a royal tutor in wax sculpting it is a request Marie knows she cannot
refuse even if it means time away from her beloved salon and her increasingly dear friend henri charles as marie gets to know her pupil princesse Élisabeth she also becomes acquainted with the king and queen who introduce her to the glamorous life at court from lavish parties with more delicacies than she s ever seen to rooms filled with candles lit only once before being discarded marie steps into a world entirely different from her home on the boulevard du temple where people are selling their teeth in order to put food on the table meanwhile many resent the vast separation between rich and poor in salons and cafes across paris people like camille desmoulins jean paul marat and maximilien robespierre are lashing out against the monarchy soon there s whispered talk of revolution will marie be able to hold on to both the love of her life and her friendship with the royal family as france approaches civil war and more important will she be able to fulfill the demands of powerful revolutionaries who ask that she make the death masks of beheaded aristocrats some of whom she knows spanning five years from the budding revolution to the reign of terror madame tussaud brings us into the world of an incredible heroine whose talent for wax modeling saved her life and preserved the faces of a vanished kingdom

Walking in the Spirit 2010 die glänzend erzählte lebensgeschichte der legendären ägyptischen königin kleopatra vii letzter weiblicher pharao Ägyptens ist heute hinter mythen übler nachrede und märchenhafter schönheit verborgen stacy schiff pulitzer preisträgerin zeigt in ihrer biografie dank intensiver recherche und neuer auswertung antiker quellen nicht nur die laszive verführerin und das intrigante machtweib sondern enthüllt eine außerordentlich starke herrscherin selbstbewusst versiert in politischem kalkül diplomatisch und visionär detailfülle und mut zum zugespitzten historischen urteil sprachliche eleganz und provokantspritzige porträts der mächtigen mit und gegenspieler an kleopatras seite versetzen den leser ins alte reich am nil mit seinem weltläufigen charme und seiner machtpolitischen unerbittlichkeit

Die Tränen der Königin 2009 the novena prayed for the unity of christianity starts the day after ascension thursday and finishes on the eve of pentecost and invites us to pray daily for the coming of the holy spirit the specific daily themes
can be prayed in any way that suits and may include spontaneous prayers praying in the spirit prayers of repentance thanksgiving and blessing other intentions may be added as the holy spirit suggests where possible pray this novena before the blessed sacrament with time of quiet adoration pack of 25 dl size 8 sided leaflets can be sold separately

Madame Tussaud 2011-02-15 maria von trapp you know the name and the iconic songs but do you know her real story this dramatic novel based on the woman glamorized in the sound of music brings maria to life as never before in the 1950s oscar hammerstein is asked to write the lyrics to a musical based on the life of a woman named maria von trapp he s fascinated to learn about this catholic novice who was living quietly as an austrian nun until her abbey sent her away to teach a widowed baron s children when the assignment turned into a marriage proposal and the family was forced to escape the nazis it was maria who taught them to survive by using the power of their voices and song it s an inspirational story to be sure and as half of the famous rodgers hammerstein duo oscar knows maria s story has big broadway potential but much of her life will have to be reinvented for the stage with the horrors of war still fresh in people s minds hammerstein won t let audiences see just how close the von trapps came to losing their lives but when maria sees the script she is so incensed that she sets off to confront hammerstein who foists her off on fran his secretary the pair strike up an unlikely friendship as maria tells fran about her life contradicting much of what will eventually appear in the sound of music and delivering a far grittier tale michelle moran s hugely entertaining novel explores how hammerstein grossly misinterpreted maria s story and offers a more nuanced retelling maria is a powerful reminder that the truth is often more complicated and certainly more compelling than the stories immortalized by hollywood

Kleopatra 2013-07-08 1857 india at nineteen years old sita is the shining star of queen lakshmi of india s imperial guard having pledged herself to a life of celibacy in the name of protecting the young ruler when sita agrees to train lakshmi in the art of military combat a close friendship develops between the two women but trouble soon threatens lakshmi s court is dangerously divided and rumours are rife that the
country is at risk meanwhile in london advisors to queen victoria are looking to extend the power of the commonwealth and india is coveted as the next jewel in the imperial crown in the ensuing battle will the bond between lakshmi and sita be broken for ever

**Novena for Pentecost** 2010-01-27 the extraordinary daughter of cleopatra and mark antony seeks to reclaim her birthright in the first novel of an epic historical fiction trilogy from the new york times bestselling author of america s first daughter from the first breath of her life young princess selene understands herself to be a cherished daughter and the future queen of egypt but when alexandria falls and her parents are forced into suicide the once pampered princess and her two surviving brothers are left at the mercy of their captors and dragged through the streets of rome in chains trapped in an empire that reviles her heritage and is suspect of her faith selene struggles for survival in a court of intrigue she can t hide the hieroglyphics that carve themselves into her hands nor can she stop the roman emperor from using her powers for his own ends faced with a new and ruthless caesar who is obsessed with having a cleopatra of his very own selene is determined to resurrect her mother s dreams and succeed where she failed but there s no telling what success will cost her in a treacherous political game where the only rule is win or die

**Maria** 2024-07-30 glamourös und gefährlich im 15 jahrhundert einer Ära voll blendenden prunks und mörderischer intrigen steht die gewissenlose familie borgia auf dem höhepunkt ihrer macht die wunderschöne lucrezia borgia uneheliche tochter papst alexanders vi ist als skrupellose verführerin bekannt doch ist sie in wahrheit nur das instrument ihrer grausamen machthungrigen familie die sie nach belieben zwangsverheiratet das erste mal schon mit dreizehn jahren und wird es ihr gelingen gegen ihr blut und ihr schicksal anzukämpfen

**Ḱerkata na Kleopatra** 2010 whether set in ancient egypt feudal japan the victorian age or civil war era america historical fiction places readers squarely at the center of fascinating times and places making it one of the most popular genres in contemporary publishing the definitive resource for librarians and other book professionals this guideprovides an overview of historical fiction s roots highlighting
upstream elementary a2 students (Read Only)

foundational classics and explores the genre in terms of its scope and style
covers the latest and most popular authors and titles
discusses appeal characteristics and shows how librarians can use a reader’s favorite qualities to make suggestions
includes lists of recommendations with a compendium of print and web based resources
offers marketing tips for getting the word out to readersemphasizing an appreciation of historical fiction in its many forms and focusing on what fans enjoy
this guide provides a fresh take on a durable genre

The Last Queen Of India 2015-04-02
kleopatra selene ist die einzige tochter der berühmten ägyptischen herrscherin kleopatra sie lebt in saus und braus im elterlichen palast und bereitet sich darauf vor später einmal in die fußstapfen ihrer mutter zur treten doch dann erklärt der römische kaiser augustus ägypten den krieg selene verliert ihre eltern und wird nach rom verschleppt in der fremde findet sie sich bald zwischen zwei männern hin und hergerissen und sie muss sich entscheiden für wen ihr herz schlägt

Lily of the Nile 2011-01-04
everything changes for sarah the day nebuchadnezzar s army storms jerusalem in an instant her peaceful life on the farm is ripped away her city sacked her temple desecrated her people enslaved marched across unforgiving desert sands to babylon sarah and the remaining judean people must find a way to keep their faith alive in a new and unforgiving home displaced within an empire of strange gods and unimaginable wealth sarah and her descendants bear witness to palace intrigue betrayal brutal sacrifice regicide and a new war brewing in the east through every trial the hebrew people attempt to preserve their religion uri sarah s son transcribes incredible stories of prophets and visions creation and exodus stories that establish the central tenets of the hebrew faith

Die vatikanische Prinzessin 2016-08-15
der neue avalon bestseller um das fantastische nebelreich und das berühmteste schwert der welt immer wieder sieht die hohepriesterin von avalon ihn in ihren träumen vor sich mikantor den prinzen und einzigen retter des bedrohten königreichs azan er schmiedet das gewaltige schwert excalibur das jahrhunderte später auch einem noch mächtigeren herrscher gute dienste leisten wird könig artus in dem weltbestseller die nebel von avalon britannien 1200 v chr azan wird von galids heer
niedergebrannt doch der priesterin von avalon gelingt es den sohn des königs zu retten sie bringt den kleinen mikantor in ein dorf wo er unter falschem namen aufwächst und erzählt ihm von seiner berufung die stämme zu einen als junger mann kommt mikantor seiner aufgabe nach und begegnet dem mörder seines vaters erneut in seiner hand das machtvolle schwert excalibur und in seinem herzen tirilan die schöne tochter der priesterin von avalon die sich ebenfalls den göttern geweiht hat

The Readers' Advisory Guide to Historical Fiction 2014-09
diese hardcover ausgabe ist teil der tredition classics der verlag tredition aus hamburg veröffentlicht in der buchreihe tredition classics werke aus mehr als zwei jahrtausenden diese waren zu einem großteil vergriffen oder nur noch antiquarisch erhältlich mit tredition classics verfolgt tredition das ziel tausende klassiker der weltliteratur verschiedener sprachen wieder als gedruckte bücher zu verlegen und das weltweit die buchreihe dient zur bewahrung der literatur und förderung der kultur sie trägt so dazu bei dass viele tausend werke nicht in vergessenheit geraten

Mondmädchen 2012-02-17 eine herrscherin die dem schicksal die stirn bietet der historische roman die kaiserin der rosen von indu sundaresan jetzt als ebook bei dotbooks indien 1611 als ihr geliebter den thron besteigen scheint prinzessin mehrunissa am ziel ihrer wünsche angekommen zu sein gemeinsam mit jaghangir dem neuen kaiser des moghulreichs herrscht sie über ein land dessen schönheit seinesgleichen sucht doch ihr glück ist von kurzer dauer denn in den schatten des palastes lauern missgunst hass und verschwörung mehrunissas neider und alten feinde haben sich geschworen niemals einer frau zu gehorchen schon bald wird aus den intrigen bei hofe blutiger ernst der das gesamte reich ins chaos zu stürzen droht wird mehrunissa über sich selbst hinauswachsen können um den untergang der dynastie zu verhindern jetzt als ebook kaufen und genießen der packende historische roman die kaiserin der rosen von indu sundaresan das epische finale einer zweibändigen historiensaga über die bekannteste herrscherin indiens wer liest hat mehr vom leben dotbooks der ebook verlag

Babylon 2023-09-12 from the author of the international bestseller in falling snow in 1925 a young woman swimmer will defy the odds to swim the english channel a chance to make
history london 1925 fifteen year old catherine quick longs to feel once more the warm waters of her home to strike out into the ocean off the torres strait islands in australia and swim as she’s done since she was a child but now orphaned and living with her aunt louisa in london catherine feels that everything she values has been stripped away from her louisa a london surgeon who fought boldly for equality for women holds strict views on the behavior of her young niece she wants catherine to pursue an education just as she herself did catherine is rebellious and louisa finds it difficult to block painful memories from her past it takes the enigmatic american banker manfred lear black to convince louisa to bring catherine to new york where catherine can train to become the first woman to swim the english channel and finally louisa begins to listen to what her own heart tells her

Die Hure des Kaisers 2010 vividly detailed and beautifully written this is a pleasure to read a thoughtful deeply engaging story of the power of faith to navigate history’s rough terrain booklist how far would you go to stay true to yourself spain 1492 on the eve of the jewish expulsion from spain amalia riba stands at a crossroads in a country violently divided by religion she must either convert to christianity and stay safe or remain a jew and risk everything it’s a choice she’s been walking toward her whole life from the days of her youth when her family lit the shabbat candles in secret back then she saw the vast possibility of the world outlined in the beautiful pen and ink maps her father created but the world has shifted and contracted since then the mapmaker’s daughter is a stirring novel about identity exile and what it means to be home a close look at the great costs and greater rewards of being true to who you really are a lyrical journey to the time when the jews of spain were faced with the wrenching choice of deciding their future as jews a pivotal period of history and inspiration today margaret george new york times bestselling author of elizabeth i the many twists and turns in the life of the mapmaker’s daughter amalia mirror the tenuous and harrowing journey of the jewish community in fifteenth century iberia showing how family and faith overcame even the worst the inquisition could inflict on them anne easter smith author of royal mistress and a rose for the crown a powerful
love story ignites these pages making the reader yearn for more as they come to know amalia and jamil two of the most compelling characters in recent historical fiction an absolute must read michelle moran author of the second empress and madam tussaud

Das Schwert von Avalon 2010-11-04 man sagt er habe sie umgebracht diese warnung erhält die junge barbara von habsburg am vorabend ihrer hochzeit mit alfonso d este der dunkle herzog steht im verdacht seine erste frau die bildschöne lucrezia borgia vergiftet zu haben ob dasselbe schicksal auch ihr bestimmt ist inmitten von verschwörungen intrig und bündnissen am hofe nimmt barbara ihr schicksal selbst in die hand liebe neid und intrig am hofe von ferrara ein berauschendes sittengemälde der italienischen renaissance

Verbotene Liebschaften 2007 opulent packend unvergesslich das faszinierende porträt der caterina de medici mit gerade einmal acht jahren wird caterina de medici im zuge der republikanischen unrufen zur geisel genommen und gefangen gehalten als junges mädchen wird sie heinrich dem ii versprochen und nach frankreich in eine ihr feindlich gesinnte fremde umgebung geschickt am französischen hof ist sie dann jahrelang den demütigungen der liebhaberin ihres mannes ausgesetzt doch caterina lässt sich nicht einschüchtern und konzentriert all ihre energie auf ein ziel den thron für ihre söhne zu sichern auch wenn dies bedeutet ihre eigenen ideale und die leidenschaft ihres herzens zu opfern

Die letzten Tage von Pompeji (Übersetzt von Wilhelm Cremer) 2012-05 ein opulenter mittelalterroman voller gefühl und dramatik england im 12 jahrhundert der verwegene krieger sabin fitzsimon hat seinen guten ruf gründlich verspielt da bietet ihm ritter edmond strongfist an ihn ins heilige land zu begleiten um dort dem könig von jerusalem beizustehen mit auf die reise geht strongfists schöne und kluge tochter annaïs und als diese verheiratet wird spüren annaïs und sabin plötzlich dass sie mehr als nur zuneigung für einander empfinden

Die Kaiserin der Rosen 2021-06-01 tudor blood will see her crowned and lead to her downfall lady jane grey is the eldest of the grey sisters shy and scholarly she is happier in the company of her sisters than with the intrigues of court but
as fourth in line to Henry's throne Jane is too valuable a pawn not to be played when her parents scheme to wed her to Prince Edward. If he fails, they plan a far more ambitious and dangerous move to make Jane queen.
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